A linear external perturbation is introduced in the action of the partition function of the random matrix model of RNA [G. Vernizzi, H. Orland and A. Zee, Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 168103 (2005)]. It is seen that (i). the perturbation distinguishes between paired and unpaired bases in that there are structural changes, from unpaired and paired base structures (0 ≤ α < 1) to completely paired base structures (α = 1), as the perturbation parameter α approaches 1 (α is the ratio of interaction strengths of original and perturbed terms in the action of the partition function), (ii). the genus distributions exhibit small differences for small even and odd lengths L, (iii). the partition function of the linear interacting matrix model is related via a scaling formula to the re-scaled partition function of the random matrix model of RNA, (iv). the free energy and specific heat are plotted as functions of L, α and temperature T and their first derivative with respect to α is plotted as a function of α. The free energy shows a phase transition at α = 1 for odd (both small and large) lengths and for even lengths the transition at α = 1 gets sharper and sharper as more pseudoknots are included (that is for large lengths).
I. INTRODUCTION
Ribo-nucleic acid (RNA) is the only known bio-molecule that plays the dual role of being a carrier of genetic information (from Deoxyribose-nucleic acid (DNA) to proteins) and an enzyme in important biological reactions [1] . The secondary structure of RNA, excluding pseudoknots, has been a central subject of study for understanding folding of RNA [2, 3] . However, experimental studies [4] have shown that tertiary structures of RNA play pivotal role in determining their biological functions. Therefore, in order to understand the role that RNA's play in biological processes it becomes essential to understand their folded conformations. The RNA folding problem has been studied using a number of statistical models [5] . In this work we study the effect of introducing an external interaction in a random matrix model of RNA as RNA in a cell participates in important genetic processes like transcription and translation, is surrounded by ions, comes in contact with cell walls, other molecules and organelles. These models are inspired from a theoretical model of RNA which maps the RNA folding problem onto a large N matrix field theory [6] where N → ∞ limit gives secondary structures and tertiary structures (pseudoknots [7] ) are obtained by finding corrections to 1/N 2 terms in the partition function. The partition function can be expanded in powers of 1 N 2g which gives a topological expansion, originally observed by G 't Hooft [8] where planar and tertiary structures can be identified as terms with g = 0 and g ≥ 1 respectively (g is the genus of RNA structures). Thus random matrices give a natural way of arranging the RNA structures according to their topology which is crucial to study the genus distribution functions of the model. Here it is natural to introduce the chemical potential µ ≥ 0 via the activity κ = exp βµ = 1/N 2 , then κ → 0 gives the planar diagrams and κ → ∞ yields the maximum possible average g. Thus the topological chemical potential controls the number of pseudoknots in folded conformations (Eq. (6) in [6] can be written as Eq. (4) in [9] ), hence connecting N in these matrix models to a physical quantity µ. This physical connection has been elaborated on recently in [10] The random matrix model of RNA in [11] enumerates all planar structures along with the pseudoknots by making the following simplifying assumptions in the model of [6] : (i) base pairings are not complementary i.e., they do not depend on the type and location of a monomer in the chain and have the same strength v (homopolymer) and (ii) the chain is infinitely flexible [31] . This enables us to count the RNA structures with pseudoknots and also to observe how they evolve as the length of the chain is increased. Therefore, it addresses an important fundamental question in the prediction of RNA structures i.e., exact combinatorics of RNAs with pseudoknots [15] [32] .
However, the number of structures that have been discovered are a very small subset of the vast number of structures given by the matrix model. Therefore, in order to study the effect of the surrounding environment on RNA and its conformations, addition of a perturbation in the action of the random matrix model partition function of [11] and to observe the changes is important.
As a first step, section 2 discusses an external linear interaction in the action of the partition function of the random matrix model in [11] . The corresponding distribution functions and thermodynamic properties are studied in sections 2 and 3.
II. MATRIX MODEL OF RNA WITH A LINEAR EXTERNAL INTERACTION
Here the matrix model of RNA with an external perturbation is presented and discussed. A perturbation term U (φ), which can be chosen to be a polynomial with linear, cubic, quartic and other higher order terms in φ, is added in the action of the partition function of the matrix model in [11] (keeping all the assumptions of the RNA matrix model in [11] ). The partition function of the matrix model with an external interaction is the integral
(1 + φ i ).
As a first step U (φ) is considered to be a linear perturbation of the form
The φ i 's are i = 1, ...., L independent (N ×N ) random hermitian matrices. The matrix elements of φ i in both the quartic and perturbation terms are taken from the same random Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance. A simplification is made, W i = w, which makes the interaction act uniformly on each φ i . V is an (L × L) interaction matrix [6] containing interactions between different φ i 's which is considered to be V ij = v = e −βǫ (here β = 1/k B T with k B as the Boltzmann constant and ǫ as the base specific pairing energy which is assumed to be same for any base pairing i.e., a homopolymer which is also infinitely flexibility) and the observable i (1 + φ i )
is an ordered matrix product over φ i 's which evaluates to a polynomial of order L. The observable ensures that the diagonal elements V ii of the interaction matrix V in the quartic term of the action
The matrix model partition function Eq. (2) can be written by raising the term
and writing the partition function with a complicated
. In this representation, performing a perturbative expansion near a minimum of the action by keeping the quadratic part of the action in the exponential and expanding the non-quadratic terms, results in computing series of polynomial moments of Gaussian integrals which are represented diagrammatically by the Wick's theorem. The normalization constant A L (N ) under simplified assumptions
Carrying out a series of Hubbard Stratonovich Transformations in the multi matrix integral of Eq. (2) and making a redefinition σ ′ = (σ + 
where R L,α (N ) = dσexp 
can be redefined so that matrix x shifts to x ′ to get a Gaussian in the exponent. The series or observable as a function of x ′ is, exp
. This is analogous to the observable
The spectral density ρ N,α (λ) of a Gaussian matrix model defined at finite N is given by
Making use of the identity +∞ −∞ dλρ N,α (λ) = 1 in Eq. (4), the partition function can be written as
Define G(t, N, α) to be the exponential generating function of Z L,α (N )
G(t, N, α) can now be written using Eq. (6) as
The form of spectral density ρ N,α (λ) from [18, 19] 
where H 2k (λ N 2v ) represents Hermite polynomials, is used in Eq. (8) to write G(t, N, α) as
Completing the square in the above equation and using a standard result of integration over
Hermite polynomials [20] ,
Combining Eq. (7) and Eq. (11), G(t, N, α) can be written as
The parameter α in Eq. (12) 
Here the coefficients a L,g,α give the weighted number of diagrams at a given L, genus g and α. Also, the total weighted number of diagrams are given by N α = Z L,α (N = 1), for a particular L and α, independent of the genus.
It is found on doing the matrix integrals, that the partition function and weight of any configuration (Feynman diagram) are both positive for the interaction parameter α when 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, listed in Table I . But when α > 1, the partition function and weights of Feynman diagrams become negative for odd lengths of the chain, however they still remain positive for the even lengths. 
The general form of Z L,α (N ) for the matrix model with linear interaction from Eq. (12) using Wick theorem is
The partition functions for different α at a particular L can be obtained from Eq. (14) . This relation has been checked explicitly for L upto 7 from Eq. (2). Each term in the general partition function Eq. (14) is accompanied by powers of (1 − α). The partition function corresponding to
In the Feynman diagram representation [11] , this partition function represents a total of 10 diagrams ( (Table I) If now N = 1 is considered, the general partition function Eq. (14) becomes
where r k gives the position of the k-th nucleotide in the chain, f ({r}) is a model dependent function of geometry of the molecule and accounts for steric constraints of the chain, Z L ({r}) is the partial partition function where pairing between nucleotides comes with a factor V ij (r ij ) and the coupling constant of each unpaired and paired nucleotide is 1 [6, 11] . If all steric constraints [f ({r})] and spatial degrees of freedom (r ij ) are neglected and the chain is assumed to be infinitely flexible, where V ij = e −βǫ ij . The equation differs from the matrix model partition function Eq. (6) in [6] or Eq. (14) in the powers of 1/N 2 which classify terms with different topological character. Now, if it is assumed that each unpaired nucleotide in Z L is associated with a weight y, then 
B. Genus distribution functions
The genus distribution functions are studied to observe the effect of external linear interaction on the distribution of pseudoknots among the structures of RNA. Figure 3 shows the genus distributions for α = 1 where Fig. 3(a) plots the weighted normalized diagrams a L,g,α=1 /N α verses L at fixed genus and Fig. 3(b) shows the weighted normalized diagrams a L,g,α=1 /N α verses g at a particular L. In Fig. 4 Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) . In the odd L = 11 plot, the α = 1 curve is absent (due to the absence of partition function for odd L's at α = 1, Table I ). It is observed that the curve corresponding to α = 0.75 in the L = 11 plot comprises of points which are an average of points in the α = 0.75 and α = 1 curves when L = 10 (same genus points for the two L are considered).
For example in Fig. 4(a) , the points corresponding to g = 2 for α = 0.75 and α = 1 curves are averaged and the a L,g,α /N α value obtained is similar to the a L,g,α /N α value for g = 2 in the α = 0.75 curve in Fig. 4(b) . The same is observed for other such even and odd length comparisons and also when a L,g,α /N α is plotted with L for fixed genus, g = (0, 3) (Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d) ).
Notice that for α = 0.75 in the fixed g plots, the points for each successive even and odd L lie close together separated by large distances from the nearest neighboring even and odd L pair. The values of the weighted normalized distribution can be found from these figures, for example, in and is found to be L α ∼ 1/(1 − α) 2 .
III. SOME INTERESTING RESULTS IN THE RANDOM MATRIX MODELS OF RNA
A. Scaling relation between the linear interacting and re-scaled random matrix models of
RNA
Starting with the generalized partition function Z L,α (N ) equation (14) and factoring out (1−α) L from each term results in
The partition function is written with v and α in the argument as its dependence on these parameters will be discussed here. The bracketed quantity on the right hand side of Eq. (15) 
This is the scaling theory for the partition function of the random matrix model of RNA with linear external interaction with scale factor (1 − α) L having a scaling exponent L and a crossover exponent 2. Such scaling relations have been found in other systems like the anisotropic magnetic systems [21, 22, 23, 24] (section 4 of the first reference in [22] , equations (6-10) of the second reference in [22] and equation (5.4) in [23] ) but in the context of random matrix models such a scaling form has not been observed before in the literature (to the best of our knowledge). For the α = 0 partition function, which corresponds to the α = 0 line in Fig. 1(a) , re-scaling v by (1 − α) −2 and multiplying by (1 − α) L will give the other α = 0 lines in Fig. 1(a) is expected that the analysis will go through for very large N . In the re-scaled random matrix model of RNA, the α = 1 line corresponds to the limit
Thermodynamic properties (free energy, chemical potential and specific heat) of the model in [11] have been calculated and discussed in [10] as a function of temperature T .
Free energy and phase transition
The free energy F is found numerically from the partition function Z L,α (N ) Eq. (12) using the
. As a function of T , the free energy is shown in Fig. 5 for L = 19 and L = 20. The curves for different α, for both even and odd lengths, lie above the preceding smaller α as α → 1. The free energy curve for α = 0 starts from zero at low temperatures and remains negative as T is increased. For 0 < α < 1, F at small T rises from zero to a peak +F The peak value however becomes more negative with increasing L. It is expected that as length is increased further, the peak will become more and more sharp near α = 1. This gives signature of a phase transition, at very large L, at the α = 1 line for the even lengths. The free energy for odd lengths and different α in Fig. 5 (e) shows that F becomes imaginary at α = 1. The peaked behavior is present for all, small and large, L with the peak getting sharper for larger lengths. In (Fig. 6(a) ). The curves however are seen to pass through zero very close to α = 1. In the even length plot (b), the L = 10 and L = 20 curves behave similar to plot (a) for α from 0 to near 1 but suddenly goes down to approximately zero very close to α = 1. These plots indicate a different behavior for the odd and even lengths near α = 1. The scaling found in Eq.
(18) and discussed in Fig. 1(a) is also present close to the transition line α = 1. 
Specific heat
The specific heat can be found from the free energy as lie below the preceding α curve. In the α = 1 curve, C v for odd lengths is indeterminate and is zero for even lengths. To explore the behavior near α = 1 line, the first derivative of specific heat with respect to α, dC v /dα, plotted as a function of α is shown in Fig. 8 (Fig. 8(a) Therefore, it is observed that as the length is increased, the plots (for both F and C v ) become more sharply peaked near α = 1. It is expected that as one goes to very large lengths (of the order of hundreds of bases), the derivatives with respect to α as a function of α will be discontinuous as they approach (i). +∞ and −∞ for dF/dα and (ii). −∞ and +∞ for dC v /dα when α → 1 − and 1 + respectively (for the odd lengths see also Fig. 5(f) ). The transition for the odd and even lengths seem to be different. In order to completely establish the phase transition in these matrix models of RNA and to make the numerical results presented here more concrete, a detailed analytical study for small L and near α = 1 is required. Moreover, the appearance of a small L even and odd behavior in the distribution functions, free energy and specific heat needs further understanding since these matrix models are models of RNA and hence this phenomena is a possible prediction for real very small RNAs (very little experimental work has been done in this direction).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
An analytic calculation of the partition function after introducing a linear external perturbation in the action of the partition function of the random matrix model of RNA in [11] is given.
A perturbation parameter α is found which can be tuned to different values to get two different structural regimes in the model. The presence of different regimes was seen in the study of (secondary structures of the) RNA-like polymer models [25] . In this work, different regimes are found with tertiary structures taken into account in addition to the secondary structures. The structural changes between two regimes with respect to α can be defined as comprising of (i). The formalism gives a systematic analytical method of studying the effect of external interactions on the number of the planar and non-planar diagrams for a given L and on their thermodynamic properties. These models are matrix models of RNA which enumerate structures of all types that are possible for a given length of the chain. So the characteristics observed in the distribution functions and the thermodynamics, like the small L even and odd behavior, should be found in some real RNA's such as the micro-RNA which are small with only 21-23 nucleotides. The results found here are also interesting in their own right purely from the point of view of random matrix theory.
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